### SCHOOL PRIORITIES 2009

#### Using Learning Technologies to promote learning
- Our aim is to build on the gains of the past few years with a focus on focus areas outlined in our **e-Learning Plan**
  - (distributed leadership, weekly planning, teacher goals, e-portfolios, palm pilots, digital camera, interactive whiteboards, bank of laptops, wikis, blogs)

#### Quality Literacy Teaching
- Build teacher confidence in the teaching of Writing, with a particular emphasis on Spelling. Continue explicit teaching of reading, based on knowing where each student is at. Teaching to be driven by data analysis and assisted by our Professional Learning Model.

#### Teaching of Maths
- Focussing on the *working mathematically* dimension of Vels through developing number sense & problem solving skills in our students.

#### To maintain a focus on priorities of previous years:
- Promoting Healthy Eating
- Attendance
- Encourage children to think more about community & world issues
- Ensuring Each Child is in touch with his or her Learning

---

**If something’s worth doing, It’s worth doing well.**